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A letter from Marty
Dear members,
It was my pleasure to serve your Pennsylvania Steelhead Association as
the president for the last 7 years. Over that period, I and the board of directors have worked to make sure that the steelhead fishery is the premier fishery in all of this great country. We partnered with the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission, landowners, 3 CU, SONS and many generous sponsors and volunteers to keep this fantastic fishery going for everyone today and all the future anglers to enjoy.
Thanks to the best board of directors for all your help and support. Most
of all thanks to all of you members for your support for us through the
years.
I leave you in good hands.
Thanks sincerely
Marty

A Letter from the President
Last week Marty Grzasko finally made good on his promise to hang up his cleats
as PSA President. Although Marty had been hinting at wanting to step down for
some time, none of us really wanted to take him seriously or let it happen.
Marty has been a long-time member, director and President of the association
and his contribution in time, energy, ideas and spirit would be hard to describe
fully in this short space. The PA Steelhead Association will forever appreciate
Marty’s initiatives, effort and leadership. Thank You, Marty!
The PSA board met this week and addressed the need to fill the presidency for
remainder of the current term. After careful review and enactment of process
described in the Bylaws of the Association, I have become President of the PSA
until next spring’s election. I look forward to working with our Officers and
Board to continue leading the organization in the positive direction it has been
moving under Marty’s leadership. I also look forward to seeing as many of our
members as possible at our upcoming meetings and, of course, on the water!
Tight Lines!
John Hall
President – Pennsylvania Steelhead Association

A Not For Profit 501(C)3 Corporation

PO Box 8892 Erie, PA 16505
www.pasteelhead.com
info@pasteelhead.com
Meetings
The PA Steelhead Association typically holds meetings each month except May, June, and July at 7:00
PM on the second Wednesday of the month . Meetings are held at the American Legion Post 773. The
Legion is located at 4109 West 12th Street (State
Route 5), just east of the Erie Airport. Starting in
November of 2021 meetings are moving to 7:30PM.
We meet in the banquet room to the left when you
walk in. We encourage members and the public alike
to attend and share their views and opinions. Meetings focus on items pertaining to the mission of the
club, fundraising events, and local public and political
issues affection our fisheries. The PFBC is often represented at our meetings for reports and questions.
To all of our new members, welcome!

Next Monthly Membership Meeting
will be on Weds. October 13th, at the
Millcreek Legion banquet room @
7:00PM.

"There is only one reason in the
world to go fishing: to enjoy
yourself. Anything that detracts
from enjoying yourself is to be
avoided."
-Leigh Perkins
The views expressed by the
authors of articles contained
in this newsletter are not necessarily the view of the PA.
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Practicing for Steelhead!

PSA Board of Directors and Officers

Pictured below are PSA members Ted Oertley & Ron Miller fishing for King Salmon on Lake Ontario on September
10th! Ron said they were “just practicing for Steelhead!

Name

Office

John Hall
Karl Weixlmann
Chris Fatica
Ryan Novatnack

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary

Board Members

Dan Beck
Chris Larson
Marie Scalera
Harold Simmons

Ariadne Capotis
Roger Latimer
Frank Scicchitano
Sam Zacour

We would like to introduce and welcome
the following new members to our club!

Erie Gives 2021 was on August 10th. The PA Steelhead Association received $509 from donors that day!
Remember us on Erie Gives Day 2022. It will be on
8/9/2022, mark it as an important fundraiser for the
club .

New Erie County WCO’s & Region offices Contact Info:
Sgt. Jim Smolko: 814-572-0078
Tyler Soety
Eastern Erie 814-722-8643
Matt Visosky
Central Erie 814-573-3638
Dan Nietupski
Western Erie 814-722-0247
Walnut Creek Access

814-833-2464
(Note: The Walnut Creek office is the best # to call to report
poachers since they know who is working and where.)

Ian & Jodie Brown (Minor)
Jim Mahony
Jason McClelland
William Mlakar
William O’Baker
Tom Valerio

Monthly Meetings are now being held indoors
again at the Millcreek Legion. Due to the continuing effects of Covid all board members will
be wearing mask at the meetings and all members are encouraged to wear mask regardless
of vaccine status. Mask can be supplied for
those who don’t have them with them!
Next meeting is October 13th at 7:00PM.
Starting in November membership meetings
will go back to starting at 7:30PM.
Click on symbols to get to
the Pennsylvania Steelhead Associations Web
page & Facebook page!

NW Regional Office: 814-337-0444
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Members notices
September 8th Membership Meeting!
September 8th, presenter Tom Cermak of the Coastal Outreach Specialist of Pennsylvania Sea Grant, joined Pennsylvania Sea Grant in 2012, and works on projects pertaining to sustainable land-use development, open space and recreational land conservation, and water
quality improvement.
He gave a super presentation about all the good things Sea Grant does to improve the environment
around streams and the lake shore. Our membership is keenly interested in all efforts that maintain and
improve habitat for returning steelhead.
Tom discussed specifically a stream enhancement project on Cascade Creek.
https://seagrant.psu.edu/topics/stream-restoration-and-stormwater-management/projects/cascade-creekrestoration
He showed us pictures and provided more information than what sea grant had already published regarding the project. He discussed sediment quite a bit and the benefit of creating riparian zones and such to
prevent siltation on the streams after storm water run off.

October 13th Membership Meeting!
Presenters are our newest board members Ari Capotis and Marie Scalera
Ari and Marie will have a slideshow presentation. The link between our presentations is information about clubs of like-minded people. They will discuss fishing from a ladies' perspective.
Marie was born in Ireland. Her father was in the Air Force so she said “I grew up an Air Force brat living in a different country every 23 years. Worked in advertising for several years.” Marie has just
begun her Steelhead experience therefore Marie is going to discuss
her participation in Sisters on the Fly. It is an all female, social outdoor adventure group. Activities range from camping, hiking, canoeing, and fishing all the way to holiday luncheons. SOF was originally founded by two fly-fishin' sisters in Montana. They have a ton
of fun together, girls only.
Ariadne is an Erie native with a passion for the outdoors. She has
been steelhead fishing since she was in grade school. She graduated from Allegheny College with a degree in English & Managerial
Economics in 2016. She joined the Pennsylvania Steelhead association in 2018 and was elected onto
the board in 2021. She currently resides in Erie with her boyfriend Daniel and their Giant Schnauzer,
Tuukka.
Ari’s presentation touches on how she finds a spot, providing resources/information for people to explore at their own pace. She will discuss publicly available websites, and programming for steelheading Erie County. Ari’s presentation closes with a reminder about PFBC programming this fall for women interested in steelhead fishing.
Ari and Marie encourage all members to bring along their wife, girlfriend, daughter or other females interested in Steelhead fishing.

This October 13th will be our first meeting held indoors again at the Millcreek Legion. Due to the continuing
effects of Covid all board members will be wearing mask at the meetings and all members are encouraged to
wear mask regardless of vaccine status. Mask can be supplied for those who don’t have them with them!
Next meeting is October 13th at 7:00PM.

Starting in November membership meetings will go back to starting at 7:30PM.
November’s
3 presenter will be Tom Fuhrman, Founder and Executive Director of the Lake Erie Region Conservancy
from 2001 till 2018 and currently a board member .
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Better Handling of Fish for Catch and Release and Photos
Every Steelhead season I like to review the info on releasing fish in a healthy manner. New info is available all the time.
My catch and release technique has evolved over the years.
Lee Wulff once said in 1938 that “gamefish are too valuable to be caught only once.” Decades later catch-and-release
finally caught on, we’ve finally realized that it was a critical way to conserve fish stocks amid a growing population, a
huge increase in people fishing and shrinking habitat. In many places, without catch-and-release ethics or catch-andrelease regulations, there would not be enough fish.
If you like to keep and eat the fish you catch you can probably skip this article. This is for those of us who are catch and
release fisherman. It does not work well to try and release a fish unharmed if you mishandle it during the fighting, landing and picture taking phases. If you are like me you cringe when seeing early pictures of yourself holding the fish up
with fingers in its gill slit. I didn’t know any better when I first started Steelhead fishing and now that I do I try to put
out one of these Fish Friendly Photo Op articles every season or so to save newcomers the embarrassment of having to
look at pictures years later that show you traumatizing your fish.
Fish breathe through gills instead of lungs. Just like all other animals, fish need oxygen to survive. Because they live in
water, they have evolved gills which enable them to remove dissolved oxygen from water. Most fish have four gills on
both sides of their head. Fish exchange gases by pulling oxygen-rich water through their mouths and pumping it over
their gills. Gills are tissues that have protein structures called filaments. These filaments allow the exchange of oxygen,
carbon dioxide, acids and ammonia. Each filament contains a capillary network that provides a large surface area for
exchanging oxygen and carbon dioxide.
One of the best discussions I have read on why not to place your fingers in a fishes gills was in an article from https://
therockyriver.com/get-your-fingers-out-of-my-face-holding-fish-by-the-gills/ . Some excerpts are as follows:
“If you hold up a trout, steelhead, or salmon vertically it puts abnormal pressure on the organs and skeletal structure,
even if just a brief moment. The bigger the fish, the higher the risk of permanent damage to the face and gill plate, simply due to gravity pulling harder as the fish gets heavier. Additionally, if the fish, which lacks common sense, then attempts escape and shakes its body while being held up vertically by the gills, the risk of severe damage to the gill plate
and body is essentially a given – especially if the fish is dropped.
Is it guaranteed that the fish you held up by the gills is going to die a slow death? Of course not. Does it increase the
chances that the fish could die? Of course it does. Just because you put that fish back in the water and watched it swim
off, does not mean it is still going to be swimming a week later.”
Catch and release has become popular with many fly fishermen. It can help conserve our fisheries. However that doesn’t
mean a fish will survive if we do not practice responsible release techniques. Catch and release can still result in the
death of a fish, it just might take 4 to 12 hours for it to die.
I recently have read all kinds of arguments for not even taking a picture of your fish. I think that is extreme and if done
properly minimum damage will occur. I love looking back and sharing some of my big fish catches and think that is
what makes catch and release work. We don’t have to kill the fish to prove we caught a hog. Social media gives us a
great forum for sharing our triumphs, but let’s emphasize the proper handling of the fish to get that photo.
Many organizations have formed with educating anglers as their goal. One that comes to mind is
“Keepemwet.” (https://www.keepemwet.org/#home ) This explanation is from their website: “Keepemwet® is about
releasing fish in the best condition possible. It’s a motto for minimizing air exposure, eliminating contact with dry surfaces, and reducing handling. It’s a movement to empower anglers to take small, simple steps to responsibly enjoy and
share fishing experiences. Our goal is to minimize the impact of catch & release angling on fisheries by uniting conscientious anglers, organizations and companies to promote science based practices for handling fish that are released.”
Keepemwet has a lot of valid tips and points to make about how we
should handle fish, but common sense say that people are not always
going to keep the fish in the water for a picture. So let’s make sure we
use best practice procedure if we choose to take a picture of the fish
out of the water. Our goal as catch and release fishermen should be to
have a fish recovery and swim off on its own with a strong tail kick.
So what are these best practices? Below I list the ones I feel are the
most relevant of all the things I have read and tried.
1. Land the fish as soon as you can. Don’t use such a light line that
This picture was taken with a phone using a voice
you have to fight the fish to total exhaustion.
Continue on next page

command to snap the picture.
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2. Don’t drag them onto dry land or onto snow in freezing temperatures.
3. Use a landing net, and one that won’t scape up the fish. I am told rubber nets are best.
4. Keep the fish in the water in the net while you remove the hook and get ready for a picture.
5. Many guides think reviving the fish before posing it for the picture makes the fish easier to handle and gives the fisherman time to relax as well.
6. Make sure the cameraman is ready to take the photo.
7. Give the cameraman instructions about when you will lift, and when he should take a picture.
8. Give a count “one….two…three...” lift the fish, take the photograph, and return the fish immediately to the water.
Good pictures can result if you are on a knee and keep the fish partly submerged.
9. When lifting the fish do not squeeze its abdomen. Grab the wrist of the tail firmly, use a tailing glove if not confident
in your abilities to secure the fish. Then cradle under the fish’s belly with your other hand.
10. As your hand cradles under the belly of the fish, slide your hand up to the pectoral fins, causing the fins to ‘flare.’
Some guide think this causes the fish to relax long enough for a quick photo. Maybe that’s why we see guides use
one hand to cradle a fish successfully while we struggle with two!
11. Keep over water or a net in case it flops and you drop it.
12. Revive the fish again and wait for a strong kick-off before release.
The emphasis should be on getting a very quick picture. How long can you hold your breath, especially after you were
just in a fight? You do not want to keep a fish out of the water any longer than you would want your head under water.
A Few other tips:
 Take off your sunglasses and hat and smile!
 If you are the camera man, make sure you are ready and know how to operate the camera! Try not to put the fisherman in a
back lit situation. Usually a darker back ground is best.
 Many digital cameras and phones can shoot multiple shots at once which helps create better odds of getting a good one.
 Do not stand up with the fish! Keep them close to the water in case you drop them and so it is easy to get them back in
quickly.
 If the fish flops and escapes your grasp and falls on the ground or very shallow water, direct it to the water and pass on handling it again.
 Use less fingers in the shot. Hold the fish so that as much of the fish as possible can be seen. Put both hands on the backside
of the fish with your palms facing the camera, if possible.
 Get your grip situated while the fish is still in the water. That’s where the fish is comfortable.
 If the photo went well, release the fish. If not, set the fish right back into the water, get ready for another lift, and repeat.
Whenever possible, please use a good catch-and-release net. This is safest for the fish and easiest for the angler. A net
helps you seal the deal while the fish is still fresh and requires little reviving.
Always control your fish once he’s landed. Keep his gills wet and support his head in case he makes a sudden attempt to
escape. When possible keep him in deeper water. Never beach a fish when landing him and never lay him on the bank
for a photo. It’s just not worth it.
Steelhead are a precious resource. We must be good stewards of
these remarkable fish. Their future is, literally in our hands.

Hope to see you on the water posing with a nice Steely!
S. Zacour

Article resources:
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/national/resources-fishing/catch-and-release-best-practices
https://www.takemefishing.org/how-to-fish/how-to-catch-fish/how-to-release-a-fish/
https://www.flyfisherman.com/editorial/Best-Practices-for-Catch-and-Release-Trout-Fishing/384148 https://
www.ginkandgasoline.com/steelhead/you-may-be-killing-steelhead-and-not-even-know-it/
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Catch-and-Release: All It’s Cracked Up to Be
By: Bob Mallard in Midcurrent Newsletter August 2021

The following excerpts are from an article that can be found at the link below:

https://midcurrent.com/conservation/catch-and-release-all-its-cracked-up-to-be/

Editor’s Note: This is the eighth article in our series on fly fishing conservation. This series appears with the support of Swift Fly Fishing, makers of Epic Fly Rods.
Catch-and-release is not overrated. In fact, short of stopping fishing, something very few of us are willing to do, catch
-and-release is the best tool we have for maintaining natural age and size distribution, as well as abundance. And
while some anglers, and unfortunately many state fish and game managers don’t seem to agree, natural balance is
best for all involved.
Like most cold-blooded species, fish demonstrate what is referred to as indeterminate growth. This means that they
keep growing until they die. So, if you want big fish, leave them in the water and let them grow. The giant brook trout
of Labrador, some of which are over eight pounds, are often over six years old. Fish half that size are rare in Maine,
as are fish over three years old. Coincidence?
Another theory being tossed around by state fisheries managers is the idea that the fish anglers harvest represent
compensatory mortality. This means that instead of increasing mortality, referred to as additive mortality, harvesting
fish results in declines in other causes of mortality such as disease, predation, and stress, and the overall population
is unaffected.
If angler harvest has no impact, why do we often find poor fishing in areas that experience heavy harvest? And why
do we often find the largest fish in catch-and-release waters? What about stocking over wild fish, referred to by fisheries managers as supplemental stocking. Why do we need to do it if angler harvest has no net impact?

You Can’t Harvest Your Way Out of Trouble
While you can harvest your way into trouble, and we have, you can rarely harvest your way out of it. In most cases,
culling of fish at the recommendation of state fisheries managers has failed to deliver on its promise: maintain
“healthy” fisheries, or increase “size-quality.” In fact, in many instances the situation deteriorates even further. When
it comes to fish and wildlife, as a rule, things work best when we let Mother Nature do her job.
Lee Wulff had it right in the late 1930s when he said, “Game fish are too valuable to be caught only once,” at least
figuratively. And his position is sound today, at least figuratively speaking. Obviously, harvesting nonnative and
stocked fish is helpful from an ecological standpoint.
Unfortunately, Mr. Wulff’s wisdom is being challenged, and the need for catch-and-release is being called into question. Some are referring to catch-and-release as “playing with your food,” and others, “torture.” Harvesting fish for a
meal is being promoted by some as a right-of-passage, or somehow necessary to fully understand and enjoy the
sport. Others are saying harvest is necessary to help grow, and even save, recreational angling.
Some are using harvest to try to increase participation in fishing. They see catch-and-release as a deterrent to
growth. Interestingly, some of those looking to grow the sport are decrying the crowding our waters are now experiencing, going as far as to say these rivers are being “loved to death,” and that the traffic is detrimental to the “fishing
experience.” Won’t creating more and more consumptive anglers only make matters worse?........
……….While the current challenges to catch-and-release may seem reasonable at the individual level, they ignore the
aggregate impact of the masses. It also ignores specific situations where a given population may be stressed due to
other factors such as high water, low water, warm water, or excessive predation by birds and mammals. And the
message is often unclear, and potentially misleading.
Mr. Wulff had it right, catch-and-release is an important tool. The answer is to raise the bar, not lower it. Thankfully,
very few anglers I speak with that practice catch-and-release are buying the catch-and-release as an unnecessary
argument. They value the resource too much to risk backsliding. Hopefully, those who speak for us will rethink their
position and put the resource first.
This article appears with the support of Swift Fly Fishing, makers of Epic Fly Rods.
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Avonia Beach Live Camera Feed is on!
The Pennsylvania Steelhead Association has worked together with SONS of Erie, FishUSA and the
Fairview Township to install a camera at the mouth of Trout Run. It is now operational and has gone
live!
We have committed to 1/3 of the cost of the camera and installation. The cost for the cable service
will be split four ways with SONS, Fish USA, Fairview Township and us paying the bill. The cable
bill will invoiced once yearly.
Fish USA will be the host platform for the application.
The Avonia Beach Live Camera Feed is a great
way for area anglers to keep tabs on current water
and weather conditions at the foot of Avonia Road
in Fairview, PA. This live feed is sponsored by the
PA Steelhead Association, Fairview Township,
Above is a screenshot of one of the views you can get by clickthe SONS of Lake Erie, and FishUSA.

https://www.fishusa.com/avonia-webcam

ing on the link above from the live web camera at
Avonia, Trout Run!

An estimated 300 trillion invasive mussels blanket Lake Michigan. Eradication may be impossible, but
small-scale removal efforts could be the answer.
By MORGAN GREENE CHICAGO TRIBUNE | AUG 01, 2021 AT 12:37 PM

https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/environment/ct-lake-michigan-invasive-mussels-20210730-ucfuojar7nckpofre2efdpalkqstory.html
SLEEPING BEAR DUNES NATIONAL LAKESHORE — The divers leaned back from the edge of the boat and splashed into water, bobbing up for a moment before dropping down to a world just a few miles off the northern Michigan coast — and worlds away
from the one above the surface.
But solutions in open water, at least on a small scale, are starting to seem possible to soften the bivalves’ brunt.
Experiments are playing out in Lake Michigan with hopes of restoring fish spawning habitat. Manually removing mussels, with another invasive species offering an assist, has kept rocks clear. Other treatments from copper compounds to genetic biocontrol are in
the mix as a collaborative dedicated to mussel control plans for the future.
The Lake Michigan survey on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s 180-foot Lake Guardian research vessel, generally conducted every five years, just wrapped up. The bottom-dwelling census is essential to understanding what mussels have done to the
lake in the last 30 years, and what they may do next.
Large-scale eradication is still a daunting idea with how many invasive mussels blanket Lake Michigan. By comparison, during peak
migration, 30 million birds might fly over Illinois in a night. About 3 trillion trees cover the entire earth. The human body? Somewhere in the tens of trillions of cells.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration scientists estimate about 300 trillion mussels in the lake from the 2015 count —
and the mollusks are growing at deeper sites, and growing larger.
More than a decade ago, between regular dives off the Wisconsin shore, Harvey Bootsma, a professor at the University of Wisconsin
at Milwaukee, told the Tribune the lake was “changing faster than we can study it.”
There are now more than 185 nonnative species in the Great Lakes region; some sneaked in through ships and manmade connections, while others, such as coho and king salmon, were introduced by people. Some acclimated with negligible — or even beneficial — consequences. The invasive mussels are among the most notorious of the unexpected visitors.
On top of the ecological damage caused to native mussels, fish and even shorebirds, they’ve cost billions — from clogging water
intakes and power infrastructure, to damaging boats and docks. …………….
To read the rest of this long but interesting article, click on the link above it!
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Editor’s Note: Two of the “Experts” in this article are our own Marty Grzasko and Karl Weixlmann. The lead in
to the article is an interview of them from the Wall at Walnut Creek! Click on the link below to see and read it!

Experts offer insights on catching steelhead trout in Erie,
here's what you need to know
Brian Whipkey Pennsylvania Outdoor Columnist

September 29th Pocono Record

https://www.poconorecord.com/story/sports/outdoors/2021/09/30/experts-offer-insights-catching-guide-steelhead-trout-erie-fishingwhipkey/5892849001/

Steelhead fishing around the tributaries of Lake Erie can be incredible. The key is knowing what works and
doesn’t for these unique fish in Pennsylvania.
The anticipation of hooking into a large 25-inch trout makes Erie an annual destination for many anglers across
the commonwealth.
When the fish were young, they were stocked in the shallow creeks and then they swam into Lake Erie. Now
they are following that mental imprint and scent of the stream to return to home during the spawning time of
the year.
Kirk Rudzinski, owner East End Angler sport shop, Josh Feltenberger, FishUSA pro shop manager, and Dan
Seaman, owner of Elk Creek Sports Store, recently shared their advice on how to fish during different water
conditions and times of year.

Water levels
Low and clear: Clear water can be difficult fishing as the fish notice people walking around the waterways.
“Their eyesight is incredible,” Rudzinski said. He added that steelhead can sense when people are walking
along the creek.
Feltenberger said fishermen in low, clear water need to be stealthy by using longer fishing poles and not using
bobbers.
He suggests using small minnows and flies such as woolly buggers in natural colors. He said white, olive,
black, brown and tan are good choices this time of year.
Rising water: Rudzinski suggests night crawlers or red worms in these conditions. He said the San Juan worm
that looks like a small red worm with a hook in the middle works well, and some fly patterns that have been
effective are nymphs and woolly buggers.
Both men said, for live bait, emerald shiner minnows are a good choice. Steelhead that have been living in 70
feet of water or more are used to seeing emerald shiners and will take them on their way to the shallow creek
waters. Feltenberger said to keep in mind steelhead can smell and will be attracted to the minnows.
Rudzinski advises anglers to hook the bait fish through the top lip to allow the minnow to still be able to swim.
Feltenberger feels streamers sometimes work better than nymphs, but anglers have been catching fish with
nymphs, too. Single salmon eggs have been working as well. ………
Lake Erie: Fish often stage at the mouths of the Lake Erie tributaries waiting to swim up stream. Rudzinski
said some of the popular lures to use are spoons like Kastmaster, Cleo, Pheobe and KO Wobbler. Preferred
color choices are blue and chrome, and green and chrome that emulate the shiners swimming in the region….
…………..
The article goes on to discuss areas such as Bait; Fly selection; Fishing Pole Options; and Mistakes and misconceptions.
Click the link at the top to see the pictures and read it all.
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20 Mile Creek Access through the Hirtzel Farm property
I wrote this same basic article for 4 or 5 previous TightLines newsletter entitled “Please respect Landowner’s property.” It is no less
important now! It centered on problems with people abusing landowner’s property on the Hirtzel farm land on Twenty Mile Creek.
The Hirtzel’s were upset because some yahoo ignored the signs we put up and drove a car down the path and parked. They contemplated posting the land to prevent access, but decided to put a gate up instead. We should be very worried they will not continue to
allow access to the creek through their property. Folks this is a world class fishery and we are going to lose access to it if we don’t
use some common sense and start respecting land owners wishes. We then came up with what
we thought was a solution of putting up signs to encourage respect of the landowner’s wishes.
Now people are choosing to ignore them. If we are not careful we will soon lose more access to
this beautiful fishery. Don’t be careless and disrespectful. Please follow the signs and the wishes
of the landowners. They can prevent us from using their property to access the creek at any time.
The property is referred to as the Hirtzel Tomato Patch off of Hirtzel and Middle Road, upstream
of Route 5. There is trail access in the area, but fishermen were not only trespassing on her property to take shortcuts to the water but were actually stealing produce.....seriously! We complain
when landowners post property, but with actions like these it is obvious why they would feel the
need to do so. PARK ON THE ROAD ONLY! Do not
pull your vehicle down the path. The original
owner Charles Hirtzel has passed away, now we
are dealing with a new generation of owners,
that may not be as patient and forgiving. Board
member Chris Fatica and Karl Weixlmann took it
upon themselves to go talk to the owners. They
assured them that the PSA would take efforts to
publicize these problems and continue to post the pictured signs that would remind
those who would like to access the water to go toward the trail head and AROUND
the tomato patch. (About a 200 yard stretch of property). We should all be going
out of our way to stop and thank the Hirtzel’s and buy some of her great peppers
and tomatoes. They have a great Fruit and Vegetable stand (actually a building),
pictured below. This is the best place to access Twenty Mile and we should be doing
all we can to stay in the landowner’s good graces! We need to police ourselves and if you see other
fishermen headed the wrong way alert them of
the problem and the correct path to take, or call
the PFBC and report them. This problem has
often continued through the Brown Trout fishing
season as well, please try to educate your fellow
fisherman about the right way to treat property
owners!
Again, we have assured the Hirtzel’s that we
would do our best to get the fishermen to be
respectful of their property. We then put the
signs back up and then went and walked the
stream and found plenty of gorgeous fishy looking water!
Stop, talk, and shop at the Hirtzel farm and
thank them for allowing us access to this
beautiful stretch of 20 Mile that goes through
their property! We need the cooperation of
all to stay on the right side of the landowners
Sam Zacour
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PENNSYLVANIA FISH AND BOAT COMMISSION TO
RECRUIT NEW CLASS OF WATERWAYS CONSERVATION
OFFICER TRAINEES
09/22/2021
HARRISBURG, Pa. (September 22) — The Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission (PFBC) is recruiting the
25th class of Waterways Conservation Officer (WCO) Trainees at its H.R. Stackhouse School of Fishery
Conservation and Watercraft Safety.
Upon successful completion of training, this class of trainees will become seasonal WCOs with the opportunity to be promoted to permanent WCO positions as they become available. Seasonal WCOs will
work full-time, 40 hours each week from approximately March to October of each year.
"Waterways Conservation Officers are passionate law enforcement professionals who work to protect,
conserve, and enhance Pennsylvania's aquatic resources," said Col. Clyde Warner, Director of the PFBC
Bureau of Law Enforcement. "This job is full of adventure, and no two days of work are ever the
same. By adding these highly trained seasonal positions, we will have more officers on patrol during
peak fishing and boating seasons, and have qualified personnel available immediately to fill fulltime vacancies as they occur within our ranks."
WCOs protect, conserve, and enhance Pennsylvania's aquatic resources through law enforcement, education, and community partnerships with anglers and boaters. These officers are specifically trained in
all aspects of fisheries conservation and watercraft safety and work to preserve fishing and boating opportunities on Pennsylvania's 86,000 miles of rivers, streams, and lakes. WCOs enjoy working outdoors
and have an unmatched appreciation for the hundreds of native of species of fish, reptiles, and amphibians that call Pennsylvania home.
The Commonwealth will accept applications until October 21, 2021. Applications will only be accepted
online. To view the announcementOpens In A New Window and apply, please visit the Pennsylvania employment website at: www.employment.pa.gov. The class of trainees is expected to report for training in
Summer of 2022 and graduate in the summer of 2023.
Trainees will undergo an extensive 52-week training program encompassing all aspects of conservation
law enforcement. Following civil service testing and selection, trainees will first complete a 26-week Municipal Police Officers Basic Training conducted at the Pennsylvania State Police Academy in Hershey,
Dauphin County. An additional 26 weeks of training is conducted at the Stackhouse school located in
Bellefonte, Centre County and includes field training alongside seasoned WCOs. Trainees will assist with
investigations, patrol regions, participate in public outreach events and stock waterways.
Applicants must meet the following basic criteria:
• Pennsylvania residency
• Possess a valid driver's license
• Be at least 21 years of age
• High School Graduate or GED
• Pass a criminal history background check
For more information on the position, visit the WCO recruitment page of www.fishandboat.com.
##

MEDIA CONTACT:
Mike Parker
Communications Director
Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission
(717)585-3076
michparker@pa.gov
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2021 International Coastal Cleanup
ICC Uncovers Extreme Plastic Pollution on Erie Shores
The International Coastal Cleanup (ICC) is an annual cleanup effort held every year on the third Saturday in September.
This year, nearly 600 Volunteers picked up over 2100 pounds of pollution at 21 sites along Erie County waterways. Plastic
bottles were the number one type of pollution collected in Erie County. These
bottles are not just litter. The bottles come from all over Erie County, this includes bottles that are littered and the large amount of bottles that blow out of
trash and recycling bins and collection trucks, which end up in the lake via storm
drains and creeks and rivers that empty into Lake Erie. At a new site this year,
Ore Docks Road, over 1200 plastic bottles were picked up from the shores of
Lake Erie, and tens of thousands of plastic bottles remain and will continue to
wash up at this site. Not only have plastic bottles become part of the landmass
at this location, but microplastics make up a large percentage of the soil and
sediment at this site. Single use plastic bottle pollution is not only a matter of
litter and beautification, but more deeply impacts the health of our environment
and the people and animals who inhabit it.
Photo Credits: Lynn Armel
Photos from Ore Docks Road
Best,
Lynn Armel
Sustainability Coordinator
Erie County Department of Planning & Community Development
Email: larmel@eriecountypa.gov

PSA Site Sponsor for Walnut Creek Access Area on September 18th!
Annual Lake Erie International Coastal Cleanup volunteers step up on Sept. 18 Erie, PA – Erie County, along with
the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR), as well as cleanup site coordinators and public volunteers participated in the Pennsylvania-Lake Erie International
Coastal Cleanup (ICC) Saturday morning, Sept. 18, to improve the Lake Erie watershed. This year’s effort focused on 20 sites along the
Lake Erie shoreline and watershed. During the 19th annual ICC in Erie County, 535 volunteers removed 2,370 pounds of trash, tires and
other littered items from along 25 miles of shoreline and waterways.
International Coastal Cleanup, the oldest and largest volunteer project of its kind, is celebrating its 33rd anniversary. This event and
effort could not be done without the support of generous volunteers and local organizations including Erie County Conservation District; Asbury Woods and Nature Center; PA Steelhead Association; Springfield Township; Fairview Township; Millcreek Township; Mercyhurst University; Gannon University; Edinboro University; Penn State Erie, The Behrend Campus; Erie Downtown Partnership; Erie
Neighborhood Art House; Benedictine Sisters and Baker Creek Watershed Association.

For the 9th year in a row the PSA was in charge of the Walnut Creek Access area. Site coordinator Sam Zacour had lots of help from
Ariadne Capotis and Rich Sherwin getting things organized and plenty of volunteers from the PSA and FishUSA, among others to aid in
the cleanup. This year 28 people helped fill 12 trash bags with 118.5 lbs. of trash!

Totaling the last 8 years at Walnut Creek Access the PSA has overseen 159 people picking up 1163 lbs. of trash! Averaging
to over 145 lbs. per year! Thanks to all that pitched in this year!
(Photos from Walnut Creek continued next page)
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Thanks to these many volunteers at the
ICC Walnut Creek Access!

Left photo: First 17 to show
up on 9 18 21 for cleanup!

Nick Taylor & Doug Straub
from FishUSA bringing a tire
in!

Below: John Hall & Marty Grzasko
Below Middle: John Roth & Bill Harter

Above right: A special thanks to Pat Zacour
for staying after to total all the data and
Rich Sherwin for taking over the organizing while I was away.
S Zacour
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Congress needs to act on climate change to protect fishing, outdoor economy
By Jay Chancellor Sep 24, 2021 on Trout Unlimited Blog

https://www.tu.org/magazine/conservation/congress-needs-to-act-on-climate-change-to-protect-fishing-outdooreconomy/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=informz&_zs=20JCb&_zl=Jb5m2

My dog, Cooper, gave me a plaintive stare as I loaded up the truck on a chilly May morning, the dawn light just
beginning to break over the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. Normally my German shorthaired pointer is a fixture on
all my fishing trips, but on that day I was planning to wade the storied Arkansas River and he’d have to stay back at
camp; I didn’t want anything distracting me from landing monster trout on one of Colorado’s famed Gold Medal
waters.
As I drove down to the river access, I couldn’t help but notice the expanse of sun-bleached stones signifying lowerthan-usual flows. A quick stop at the gas station in Cotopaxi and a conversation with some locals confirmed my
assessment—the Ark had been running lower and warmer than in years past and showed signs of continuing that
trend. Within half an hour of my first cast, I shed my waders and (unsuccessfully) stalked my quarry in swim
trunks and sandals.
This story is not unique to the Arkansas. In the summer of 2021, soaring air and water temperatures proved problematic for fish and for Colorado anglers, prompting Colorado Parks and Wildlife to implement the largest voluntary fishing closure on the Colorado River in the state’s history. Closures on the Eagle and Roaring Fork Rivers
followed shortly thereafter.
Unless we want years like this to become the norm, we must act now to push for meaningful action on climate
change. Join the growing number of anglers, guides, and other small business owners in pushing for commonsense
climate legislation by contacting your elected representatives.
Sweeping budget and infrastructure legislation under consideration right now will shape whether and how the
country addresses the threats that climate change poses to our communities, waters, and fish.
Low rivers and high water temperatures are undoubtedly bad for trout, but they also threaten Colorado’s tourism
and outdoor recreation industries, which are major drivers of the state’s economy. In my role with Trout Unlimited,
I spend a lot of time interacting with guides and outfitters around the Southwest region and I hear the same refrain:
climate change is real, it is non-partisan, it is impacting our economy and outdoor heritage, and it needs to be treated with urgency.
Across the country, we are already seeing the impacts of climate change, from longer and more intense fire seasons
in the west, to more frequent and devastating hurricanes in the east, from drier winters in the north to more severe
heatwaves and flooding in the south. Whether you own a business, enjoy hunting and fishing, or just hope to leave
a habitable environment for your children and grandchildren, it’s important to heed the call to action and urge our
leaders to face this threat head-on.
To learn more about how climate change is impacting trout habitat and what you can do to help, visit tu.org/
climate.

Jay Chancellor is the southwest regional director for the Angler Conservation Program.
He’s based in Denver.

"The angling fever is a very real disease and can only be cured
by the application of cold water and fresh, untainted air. "
-Theodore Gordon
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service To Increase Hunting and
Fishing Access Across 2.1 million Acres
It's one of the largest expansions of public-land access in decades,
and it's expected to drive more participation from hunters and anglers
BY KEN PERROTTE | UPDATED SEP 1, 2021 12:45AM

FIELD AND STREAM

https://www.fieldandstream.com/conservation/usfs-expands-public-land-access/?
utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook&fbclid=IwAR0M5NKBjJYaRQ0Hd9mNvDo9thCjAKp50wroONKbzb_
aGZvzX5xTDMguZoY
Hunting and sportfishing opportunities are increasing this year on 2.1 million acres of public land, including 88 National
Wildlife Refuges and one National Fish Hatchery.
Monday’s announcement by the Department of the Interior calls the new or expanded access “the largest expansion of
outdoor recreation opportunities in recent history,” adding it is “consistent with the Biden-Harris administration’s America
the Beautiful initiative, a locally-led and voluntary, nationwide effort to conserve, connect, and restore 30 percent of lands
and waters by 2030.”
The expansion action brings the number of National Wildlife Refuges where the public may hunt up to 434. Fishing is now
be permitted at 378 refuges. And the total number of Fish Hatchery units open to hunting or fishing now increases to 22.
The published final rule in the Federal Register summarizes the 910 new or expanded opportunities at all affected locations. Expected increases in hunter and angler participation at these refuges and hatchery are also calculated, with 14,954
additional hunting days and 25,885 additional fishing days anticipated. A “hunting day” or a “fishing day” equates to one
person per day participating in either activity. ………………...
……………….Revising refuge hunting and fishing regulations to align with regulations in the state where the refuge is located
is also a stated goal as more public land opens. According to the DOI announcement, the recently enacted rule includes
revisions that ensure whenever refuge regulations depart from state regulations, for safety or conservation compatibility
reasons, these extra regulations are consistent across all refuges in that state.
The newly enacted changes continue a trend in recent years to open more public land for regulated recreational access.
The changes announced Monday could be enacted by the start of the 2021-2022 hunting seasons.
“Today’s announcement furthers a rich tradition of providing quality outdoor recreation experiences to the American people on our public lands,” said USFWS Principal Deputy Director Martha Williams. “By expanding these opportunities, we
are enhancing the lives of millions of Americans while stimulating the national economy to which hunting and fishing contribute significantly.”
Hunting, fishing, and other outdoor activities contributed more than $156 billion in economic activity in communities
across the United States in 2016, according to the USFWS National Survey of Fishing, Hunting and Wildlife-Associated Recreation, published every five years.

an AffiniPay payment,

Please pass along
this Membership
application to any
interested Steelhead fishermen
that may be interested in joining our
Pennsylvania Steelhead Association!

Membership Year Ending December 2021
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Fishing the Snake River near Jackson Hole
th

From September 8 to September 17th member Sam Zacour and his wife spent time touring 3 more national parks.
Glacier, Yellowstone and the Grand Tetons. While the views were spectacular and the beauty of Mother Nature evident, the fact that we traveled over so many famous fly fishing rivers like the Missouri, Clark Forks, Flathead, St. Mary’s,
Yellowstone, Firehole, Madison and Gallatin was making me eat my heart out. All that changed when we got to Jackson
Hole, Wyoming and had an afternoon to ourselves. I got to fish for Cutthroat and Whitefish on the Snake River. I hook
up a number of fish, and even though there wasn’t any of real size, it was glorious. What a great background to fish in.
(See pictures below)
I may have to go back and try a few of those other rivers!
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Snake River Cutthroat

Snake River Whitefish

Sam Z at Upper Falls Yellowstone NP

Jenny Lake – Grand Tetons National Park
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Featured Fly

From the “Fly by Night Guy”

Material List:

Hook: Mustad C67S, a TMC 2457, TMC 105 or Daiichi
1150 - short shank heavy curved scud hook: size 10-16
“Eggs over Easy” Egg Pattern
Thread: cr eam, yellow or white or color to match yar n.
Yolk: Egg yar n: Peach, Gold or Or egon Cheese, colI love egg patterns in the ored with a contrasting marker color like orange or red for
fall, especially transluthe yolk. (The Bug Shops Glo Bug yarn is my favorite to
cent patterns like Blood’s work with. Others, like McFly Foam tend to stick to my
Blood Dot egg pattern.
rough fingers too much).
Sometimes when we are Veil/Body: Egg yar n: Peach, Gold or Or egon Cheese
forced to fish high, off
Glue: Head Cement
colored water like we
Note: Tr y these in differ ent color s—peach, pink, white—
have in October or Noand sizes.
vember after a couple of
heavy storms that roll in Below is the Link to the Midcurrent video on tying and the
off Lake Erie area some Eggs over Easy pattern:
dense bright colored Glo https://midcurrent.com/videos/how-to-tie-an-easy-eggBug eggs might be the
pattern/
ticket to the fish seeing
your offering. But for most occasions I like translucency
To quote the tyer in the video, Tim Flagler: “This egg patbetter. So while looking for a new, but somewhat simple
tern is a variation on the Antron Egg. Rather than Antron,
egg pattern to tie I found a tying demo on the “Eggs over
this one’s made from egg yarn and although they look pretEasy” pattern on the Midcurrent website. One of a Steelty good in the tying vise, it’s underwater where they really
head’s primary foods are eggs, but depending on where
shine.”
you fish they might be Salmon eggs, Sucker eggs, Trout
eggs, Carp eggs or their own kind, Steelhead eggs. There is 1. . Pinch down the barb, then secure the
almost a “match the hatch” type of approach to figuring out hook (here I used a TMC 2457 size 10) in
which of the various fly patterns and color combinations to your tying vise. Start your thread on
use when fishing egg patterns to Steelhead. Because of the the hook shank a hook eye or so bevarying water conditions and what type of fish are resihind the eye and take wraps rearward
dents in the area; the more you experiment the more likely before snipping off the tag.
you are to key in on what the fish are looking for. Eggs that
have been floating in the water a while become washed out 2. Snip about a one inch piece of egg yarn
with less color. Therefore in very clear water it helps to use in a light color. Then separate it into
thirds. Square up the end on one piece, and
lighter colors and tie them sparsely so they are almost
secure the yarn to the hook shank over the
translucent.

Egg flies are popular because they are easy to tie, fairly
cheap to buy, and often very effective. It would be hard to
spawn successfully if real eggs floated, eggs need to stay in
the river’s substrate so they typically sink. Eggs that wash
down stream bounce along the bottom, so we can’t use too
much Glo Bug yarn or they tend to float too much. Natural
colors work best in clear water and wintertime, but bright
colors can be useful in colored water. (Glo Bug yarn comes
in many colors, including: Steelhead Orange, Apricot Supreme, Golden Nugget, Pink Lady, Dark Roe, Egg, Chartreuse, Alaskan Roe, Peachy King, Flame Red, Cerise, Oregon Cheese, and Niagara Gold to name a few!
Fly Type: Eggs ar e usually fished as like nymph, dead
drifted in a tandem ring with another egg pattern of different size and color, or behind a
heavy bead head nymph.
Target Species: Steelhead, Tr out, Bass, Pan fish
Recommended Region: Anywher e in str eams, still
lakes, ponds, etc.
Imitation: The eggs of the native or r esident fish

thread base with tight wraps. Pull the yarn
back over top of the hook shank and out
over the hook eye. Use your fingers to
work it around equally over both sides of
the hook. Continue to hold the yarn in
place and put 2 or 3 wraps of tying thread
with your left. Take a few more wraps and
then run your thread under the hook shank
to the back end of the yarn. This becomes
the yolk, color it with the maker.
3. Now get hold of the tying thread and
make open spiral wraps down the bend of
the hook all the way to the vise jaws.
4. Split the yarn into roughly equal
halves and then pull the halves down either side of the hook and hold them back
with your left hand.

5. Pick up your tying thread and start
making tight wraps right down by the vise while continuing to
pull the yarn rearward. After 4 or 5 wraps, pull that tie-down
(continued next page)
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point forward on the hook shank to
inflate the egg but don’t let go of
the yarn with your left hand. Take a
wrap or two of tying thread and then
lift up the yarn and make 2 wraps
just around the hook shank. The
idea is to firmly secure the yarn so it
won’t roll or move up and down the
hook shank.
6. After a few more tight wraps,
add some whip finishes and cut
your tying thread free. You can then
reach in with your scissors and cut that tail off nice and close to
the thread wraps. Add an ample drop of head cement to thoroughly
coat the wraps and the egg is complete.
7. Ideally, you should have 360 degree coverage around the hook
shank with the egg yarn but if there’s a little gap it really doesn’t
matter. Try them in different sizes and colors especially in the
winter months, you won’t be disappointed.
If any Steelhead Association members have questions about a fly
or wish to see a fly featured in this column of the newsletter send
an email to info@PaSteelhead.com with “Fly By Night Guy” in
the subject line!

Tribute to those that give of their time
and volunteer for the PSA and conservancy
A big thank you is owed to outgoing
President of the PSA Marty Grzasko.
Marty has led the PSA back from the
brink of disbanding to a viable club
that has done amazing things for
our fishery!

We regret to announce the resignation
of PSA board member Ron Miller. Ron
needs to attend to important family
health matters and will be missed.
Ron was never afraid to get dirty (or
wet) as we found out when he donned
his wet suit and snorkel in stream
cleanups.

John Hall is stepping up in a big way
by taking over the leadership role in
the PSA. Congratulations and good
luck in your time as President. Thank
you once again for choosing to serve.
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PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR BUSINESS MEMBERS! Click on links below to visit their site.
Artistic Fly Tying
www.artisticflytying.com

My Passion for tying the classic
Atlantic Salmon Fly. Thomas Herr

Fly Fishing Instructor and Orvis Endorsed.
Our focus is to provide a quality fishing
experience that exceeds the angler's
expectations, to customize trips for all
levels of anglers, and to share our love
and appreciation for the beautiful
watersheds of Central PA and the Erie Tributaries.
#www.flyfishingjulieszur.com
https://www.facebook.com/julie.szur
Julie
flyfishjulie@gmail.com

Szur

Save Our Native Species Inc.
S.O.N.S. of Lake Erie Fishing Club
(A 501 C (3) not for profit organization)

FishUSA Regular Customer Service Hours:
Monday - Friday: 10:00 am - 6:00 pm ET
Saturday : 9:00 am - 4:00 pm ET; Sunday: Closed
Website: https://www.fishusa.com/ Phone: 800-922-1219

Mail: PO Box 3605
Erie, Pennsylvania 16508
http://sonsoflakeerie.org/
Phone/Fax: 814-453-2270
Email: sonslakeri@aol.com
EASY RISERS GANG

http://Www.easyrisersgang.com/
(724) 263-9252
Email: mad84angler@aol.com
Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/search/top?q=easy%20risers%
20gang
Brett Staley: I’m a PA licensed guide (# 1052) with a passion for teaching others. I specialize in all your lake run species targeting Steelhead
and Brown trout in - PA - OHIO - and NEW YORK. With 25 years experience let me help you land that fish of a lifetime .

http://www.follysend.com/flystore.html

P. O. Box 29577
Parma, OH
44129

Fish Man
Guide Services
814-392-7856
jbfish1@comcast.net
A Founding Father of
the PA Steelhead Association

www.ohiosteelheaders.com

Fly Fishing Instruction
Gary Kell The Fly Fishing Coach
https://www.facebook.com/
theflyfishingcoach/

Phone: 814-706-2506
On Stream Instruction,
Private Lessons,
Fly Fishing Schools &
Clinics.
Located in Warren, PA.
The gateway to the
Pennsylvania Wilds &
the Allegheny National
Forest.

(814) 833-7227

http://www.daileysupply.com

 Lifting solutions
 Moving & Material
handling

 Storage

Contact a Sales Rep:
Jeff@DaileySupply.com
Mike@DaileySupply.com

Dailey Supply
1524 French St
Erie, PA 16501
(814) 833-7227
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